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Columnist makes November election predictions
Pat Buchanan, a syndicated columnist
and
a
self-admitted right-wing
Republican, gave his reasons why he
thinks Ronald Reagan is the strongest
candidate in the presidential race Tuesday
night in the Benson Auditorium in the last
lecture of the American Studies series.
Buchanan said that despite the fact that
Reagan was in deep political trouble up
until last year because of three different
tax hikes, people have begun to ask the
question, "Can Reagan lose in 1984?"
In his speech prior to fielding questions
from the audience, Buchanan predicted
that Walter Mondale will be the
Democratic presidential candidate in
November. He also speculated who Moodale's running mate would be in the
election. He suggested Gary Hart as the
most likely candidate to be vice president.
Buchanan said he chose Mondale because
he has the "momentum, many delegations
and bench strength."
Buchanan quoted figures regarding the
itnprovements in the gross national
product, unemployment, and the economic
growth rate since Reagan has been in
office.
Buchanan said that one of the major
reasons for the increase in economic
growth was the near collapse of the OPEC
cartel in 1982. America is the biggest
consumer of oil in the world which means
that lower prices from OPEC put more
money in the pockets of Americans, he
said. "It was good news for the American
economy and a lucky break for Mr.
Reagan," he said.
Buchanan said that if Reagan is reelected he will have to take a stand on cost
of living increases, a flat tax, the debt
bomb crisis, cutting the budget and the
situation in El Salvador within the first six
months that he is in office.
Buchanan said that the urgency to react
to the revolutionary turmoil in El Salvador
is apparent because El Salvador is "right
down the road" while Vietnam was 8,000
miles away. If no action is taken soon, the

domino effect will be on Honduras and
Guatemala, and the Soviet ports will be
placed throughout the Gulf of Mexico and
the Carribbean. And the boat people would
not be going acrOss the China Sea but
across the Gulf of Mexico into America, he
·
said.
Buchanan said that Reagan is the more
personable of Reagan and Mondale. He
cited several examples of Reagan's sense
of humor and several quotations concerning Reagan's character from such
prominent people as former President
Richard Nixon.
Buchanan continued to talk about
Reagan's good personality during the
question and answer period when asked
why Reagan's staff contradicts him. He
quoted Nixon again and said, "Reagan
might be too nice a guy to be president."
Buchanan said that Reagan has a
managerial problem when it comes to his
staff.
PauiVolcher, chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board, has enough power to make
or break a president Buchanan said.
Buchanan believes Volcher has enough
power to cause a candidate to lose an
election, he said. "If Volcher is going to be
in the news in the next few months, it is
going to be bad news for Ronald Reagan,"
he said.
Being a journalist himself, Buchanan
was asked to comment on journalism in
America. He said that the majority of
Americans no longer believe in the
neturality of the media and follow them
with blind confidence. "The media fly a
flag of neutrality but they carry a load of
contraband," Buchanan said.
He also commented on young journalists
in the United States today. He said that
their'job is the same as it was 15 years ago
but they are getting more pay and more
exposure.
Buchanan also presented Dr. David
Burks, director of the American Studies
program, with a Valley Forge Freedom
Foundation Certificate of Honor to the
University's American Studies Program
for "promoting a better understanding of
the American way of life."

Mike Stewart

Lonzo Jones

by Liz Herrel
B1son Newo; hlltor

--- . . ..

Republican syndicated columnist Pat Buchanan praises Reagan in this
year's last American Studies lecture. The lecture was Monday night in the
Benson Auditorium.
bv TAMI KERR

Stewart, jones vie for presidency
in today's run-off election
Student Association presidential
candidates Lonzo Jones and Mike
Stewart received more votes than any
of three other candidates for the
position and will compete in a run-off
election today.
Jones, a junior Bible major from
Oxford, Ala., was the front-runner in
Wednesday balloting. He serves as
chairman of the SA Spiritual Life
Committee.
Stewart, a junior accounting major
from Birmingham, Ala., placed second
in the voting Wednesday. He is
currently the SA treasurer.
Three other officers' positions were
filled Wednesday and will not require a
run-off.

The results of Wednesday's election
were as follows:
President
Lonzo Jones
429
Mike Stewart
303
Todd Gentry
251
Cindy Billingsley
142
Ken~ Means
122
Vice President
Brad Burt was unopposed.
Treasurer
Jason Dean
David Stills
Secretary
Cary Gilbert
Mark Dillingham (write-in)

646
519
633
366

bv YO
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ICC, clubs need to talk
Once again the Student Association demonstrates
their eagerness to please the student body.
Immediately after hearing the InterClub Council's
decision to move pledge week to the eleventh week of
the semester. we found opinion-seeking surveys from
the SA · stuffed in our mailboxes.
Finding the SA surveys was as much a surprise as
the ICC's decision. Not because of the questions they
asked, but because the surveys came from the SA and
not the ICC- the group that represents social club
members.
Although the SA might be overstepping the
boundaries of student life into the realm of club
affairs, they should be praised for trying to make up
for what they consider the inadequacies of the council
- a lack of communication between council and club
members.
Of course it would be unfeasible for the ICC to poll
students before making each decision. But communication could ~e improved with a conscious effort
from both groups. At each club meeting council
representatives could request suggestions regarding
pledging and report topics discussed by the council.
Some clubs currently have a place for this in their
meeting agendas, but most do not.
Club members could help alleviate the problem by
carefully considering who they elect for the
representative positions in the future and by then
trying to give them suggestions.
·
When students feel they have some input and are at
least a bit informed of council discussion, the ICC
will get the respect that a representative council
deserves.
'

Voice opinions today
Speaking of elections and representation, the Bison
appeals to you to vote in the run-off election for SA
president today and iti the upcoming representative
elections.
Voter turnout for student elections is unfortunately
like that for the national elections - extremely low.
And usually the people who don't vote are the ones
who complain the most about governmental decisions.
Please let your opinions be heard now . through the
ballot box; with your candidate in office, your
complaints will have more effect later.
E.M.~.

~

The Bison
Co-editors: Michael Corrigan, Etta Madden
Business Manager. Kelly Clark
Photo Editor: Yo Kurabayashi
News Editor: Liz Herrel

I've found: there is no exclusively right political
position for the Christian.
Without outlining them all for you here, it's obvious
that you can scripturally support just about any
position you want to take. Just look at all the letters
they get in this newspaper (like this one). For example,
I carried the rifle in defense of this nation for four
years, and might gladly do it again, but I can argue
either side of the conscientious objector issue, and
back it with sound scriptural proof. But· if I don't
choose one side or the &tJter I would have the result of
painting myself in a comer, a comer of inaction. To
me it is better to do something and find out later that
I was mistaken than to forever wonder what is right or
wrong, and end up d~ing nothing at all. There's a
saying: "Too much analysis causes paralysis." As long
as we continue to search for "the one and only" way
for a Christian to live, politically or otherwise, we're
going to paint a lot of people into comers or indecision, insecurity, or indifference.
So, if you think you've found the right political
position for your life that's great by me, but do me a
favor and don't try to pass off your position to the rest
of us as "the only right one" for a Christian, and that
includes whatever end of the political spectrum you
hold. Yes, I agree that Christians are supposed to be
united, but that is on a spiritual plane (Eph. 4:3; Phil.
1:27; 2:2; etc.). What we have here is a worldly matter
of only temporal value. It has value just as physical
exercise has value, but there are matters of far more
importance.
.
Certainly, I prefer to live in a free democracy (with
religious freedoms), with a free-enterprise economy,
with a strong military deterrent against threat of life
or property, and even with essential goods and ser·
vices available to the disadvantaged as well as to the
advantaged. But - the more I learn about first
century conditions under which Christianity thrived
the more convinced I am that God's Word will accomplish His purpose, even in the worst of circumstances (lsa. 55:11). I'm concerned that we may

Letter to the ed.i tor
To the Editor:
People talk about takif.~g protective measures to
preserte this natioJiworld/life as though it were going
to be here forever. Don't they know that everything as
we know it here is swiftly headed to an end? I very
much agree with the thoughts expressed by Brian
Casey in his letter to the editor (3-30-84), in which be
addressed some comments to aU the crossfire we see
coming through this editorial concerning ·politics and
Christianity.
His viewpoint was like a breath of fresh air in fbe
midst of an on-going argument that is quickly
growing stale. It revolved around "whose or what
political position is the right one for the Christian to
take?" Well, whether ifs right-wing Republican
conservatism, or if it's left-wing Democratic
liberalism, and even Socialism or Communism, I
could take either side, or any point in between, and
argue equalJy as weU for one side as I could for the
other. I know this because I've done it at)d hete's what
'

Features Editor: Eddie Madden
Sports Editor: Brent Alexander
Reviews: Kim Vinson, Mark Hutson
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_Qur Policy
Letters to the editor are welcome. They
should be typewritten and should not exceed
200 words . Letters must be signed to be printed, although names may be withheld on request. The editors reserve the right not to
print letters which may be libelous or offensive . Letters should be addressed to Box 1192
or delivered to the Bison office. The deadline
for publishing in that week's paper is Tuesday
at noon .
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commentary
'Unfaithfully Yours' a masterpiece of mixup, comedy
Those times when people jump to conclusions
which prove to be totally wrong can be both embarrassing and at the same time amusing. Never has
this human failing of drawing the wrong conclusion
been so hilariously portrayed as in the motion picture
"Unfaithfully Yours."
This new Dudley Moore vehicle shows the confusing yet funny events that can arise from taking a
totally innocent situation and, with the aid of a
suspicious mind, turning it into something sordid.
A remake of a: 1948 Preston Sturges film, "Unfaithfully Yours" tells the story of a middle aged
orchestra conductor (Dudley Moore) who is married
to a young, beautiful actress (Nastassja Kinski). After
returning from a foreign tour, Moore is confronted by
his manager (Albert Brooks) who gives him a. video
tape of a pair of man's feet donned in argyle socks and
loafers leaving his apartment late at night. He begins
to believe that his young wife is having an affair, and
when he notices that one of his best friends (Armand
Assante) wears argyle socks, he believes he has found
his wife's lover.
What follows is a masterpiece of mixup and sheer

Madden named editor
for next year's Bison
Eddie Madden, a junior from Newport, has
been approved as next year's editor-in-chief for
the 'Bison. Madden serves as features editor of
this year's Bison.
Madden is also the chairman of the College
Republicans, vice president of the Society of
Collegiate
Journalists,
junior
men's
representative on the Student Association, and a
member of Chi Sigma Alpha social club.
Junior Liz Herrel of Oyster Bay, New York
will serve as next year's assistant editor. She is
this year's news editor.
Juniors Mark Dillingham of Lansing, Mich.
and Christi Waterson of Belleville, Ill. will be
the business managers for the Bison next year.
Madden and Herrel will receive shcolarships
for their positions. Madden will appoint a news
editor, features editor and sports editor at a
later time.
Anyone interested in working on the Bison
staff next year may contact Madden.

Letters------.(continued from page 2)

be over-emphasizing the preparing of the soil and
thereby neglecting the work of sowing the seeds. Let
the seeds fall where they may, and stop trying to
cultivate the soil so much. Any farmer will tell you
that too much fertilizer will bum up your seeds. The
Lord did tell us that the seed would fall on different
kinds of soil, and He said to sow the seeds anyway
(Mt. 13:18ff; 28:19, 20), but He didn't say a word
about spreading manure.
Jeff Cohen

Photography Scholar~hip
The Bison is accepting applications for Photo
Editor for the 1984-85 academic year. The position offers a $500 scholarship. Each applicant should send a letter of application and
samples of his work to Dr. Dennis Organ,
faculty sponsor, at campus mail box 811 or
American Studies Room 308, no later than
Monday, April16 .
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shining through on the screen as he battles with a
falling bookcase or tries to carry out his complex
murder plan while almost paralyzed from accidentally
taking too many tranquilizers.

Movie
Review

The supporting cast is also exceptional. Nastassja
Kinski, better known for her dramatic roles in "Tess"
and "One From the Heart," proves that her acting
ability also extends to comedy. Although there are
times when she tends to overplay her role as the
confused wife, Kinski is the perfect, calm, straight
backdrop for Moore's zaniness. The dark, handsome
Armand Assante is perfectly cast as the womanizing
friend.

Kim Vinson
slapstick comedy. The story follows Moore's character
as he changes from a rational, loving husband to an
insanely jealous maniac who develops a ridiculously
complex plot to kill his wife and best friend. It also
shows the danger of jumping to con~lusions too
quickly and proves an old saying true that things are
not always what they seem.
On the whole, "Unfaithfully Yours" is a first rate
comedy. Scenes such as Moore and Assante dueling
with violins and Moore fantasizing about the murder
of his wife and friend during an orchestra concert are
classics in timing and comic acting.
The success of "Unfaithfully Yours" lies in the
excellent comic performances of an outstanding. cast.
Moore's last successful role was as the comical drunk
in "Arthur." After a succession of mediocre films
including "Six Weeks," "Lovesick" and "Romantic
Comedy," Moore appears to have ·found Arthur's
equal in "Unfaithfully Yours" as the jealous husband.
Moore's gift for timing and slapstick humor comes

Special recognition must be given to Richard
Libertini who plays Moore's Italian butler. Libertini
shows just the right amount of confusion and disdain
caused by his crazy American employer's strange
behavior. The scenes between Moore and Libertini are
some of the best in the movie.
"Unfaithfully Yours" is not perfect by any meath
There are times when the action is slow and confusing
and the situation extremely silly. However, these
faults may be caused by the audience's impatience
with Moore's character, who is so blind to the true
situation between his wife and friend.
"Unfaithfully Yours" is scheduled to come to the
Rialto April 20.
Note: "Unfaithfully Yours" is rated PG due to mature
themes.

Follow Jesus for definition of disciple
those who don't measure up. That's right, they're
gonners.
But we are overlooking one fundamental of
Christianity. Jesus did not call us to assume the role of
a disciple. Jesus calls us to be disciples. Very personal.
Very individual. We do not have to measure up to
somebody else's definition of disciple. Sure, their
definition may be closer to the actual characteristics
of Christ, but if we try to be a disciple just to measure
up to their definition then we are not being true to
Him. What is denial to you might not be denial to me.
The call of Jesus reqQ.ires us to be honest in our denial
of self.
Remembering this alleviates my fears.
We are not perfect disciples, just saved disciples.
We are not mature disciples, just very thankful ones.
We are not zealous disciples, we are forgiven disciples.
In our daily walk Jesus calls us to lay off the worries of
our salvation and be a disciple. We are disciples not to
be saved, but because we are saved.

Christians
in the
world
Tim Alexander
Discipleship is a word that is really overused in the
Church today.
It's not that we don't need constant challenging to
follow Jesus, but that we are saturated with talk about
discipleship. There are so many demands made upon
those who assume the role of a disciple of Jesus Christ.
I am beginning to get weary of hearing about the
many things one must do if he is to fully accept that
role.
We are only human. A person can only do so much
denying. A person can only do so much cross-bearing.
This talk of discipleship and realizing my humanity
conjures up that I might not measure up to what a
disciple ought to be. And we all know what happens to

Campusology
Today ·
S.A. Movie, "Windwalker," 7:00 and 9:30p.m., American
Heritage Auditorium.
Saturday

Staff writers

S.A. Movie; "The Good Earth," 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.,
American Heritage Auditorium.

Regular contributors to the Bison include:

Spring Sing Dress Rehearsal, 6:00 p.m., Benson
Auditorium.

Tim Alexander, Cynthia Brazzel, Bobby
Davidson, Jaime Deeter, Kirsten Eckerberg,
Linda Ford, Shawn Goodpastue, Kay Goree
Walker and Troy Johnson.

Senior Dinner, 6:45p.m., American Heritage Cafeteria.
Spring Sing Dress Rehearsal, 6:00, Benson Auditorium.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Jeff Walling, 5:30and 7:00p.m., College Church of Christ.
Thursday

CLEP Tests, 8:00a.m., Bible 100.
Spring Sing Performance, 7:30p.m., Benson Auditorium.
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Jazz Band, Host, Hostesses to be fe~tured on tape, poster
b y R "" Beck loll
.

I

'

TWo new features of this year's Spring
Sing production will be a tape of the Jazz
Band and Host and Hostesses, and a fullcolor poster featuring the two groups.
One side of the cassette tape will have
the Jazz Band playing some of their show
songs, like "Sweet Georgia Brown" and
"Artistry for Trumpets." The other side
will have the Host and Hostesses,
featuring each one's solo and some of their
group numbers , making a total of 11 songs
on the tape.
The 17" x 32" poster shows a picture of
each Host and Hostess and a group shot of
the Jazz Band.

" Both the tape and the
poster are limited editions,
which fit into the commemorative idea of the project."
- Warren Casey,
jazz Band Director
The main purpose of the tape and poster
is to provide something for the Spring Sing
visitors to take home with them· and
remind them of the show and the
University, according to Warren Casey,
ector of the Jazz Band and director of the
project.
"Both the tape and poster are limited
editions, which fit into the commemorative idea of the project," says
Casey. "After this year, no more copies of
either will be available again."
.
There will be 1,984 copies of the poster
available and they will not be reordered
when lhey sell out, Casey said. Three
hundred cop1es of the tape will be
available during Spring Sing, and if they
sell out, orders will be taken that weekend.
After that there will be no more copies of
the tape made. Each year the number will
be limited, he said, indicating that the
project would continue in future years.
The tape was recorded in the Recording
Studio under the direction or Casey, Jeff
Hopper, director of host and hostesses,
and Jimmie Jones, director of the studio.
Casey said that there are some excellent
musicians in the groups, but they "still
had to put in tremendous a mounts of
practice to make the quality tape that

people would feel good about buying."
Carol Trevathian, a member of the Jazz
Band, said, "We thought at first that we
could just go into the studio and record the
songs thal we had practiced, but we ended
up working weeks to get it right.."
For the Host and Hostess numbers, the
band recorded first and then the group's
voices were recorded over the music.
Casey said it was the first time the
facilities had been used for overdubbing,
but the quality of the finished product was
excellent.
Host David Slater said that his group
worked hard on the project to get the
timing right. ''We put in a lot of midnight
and one a.m. practices for the tape, but it
turned out well and we are really excited
about it."
The tape was sent to the National Tape
Corporation in Nashville for processing
and production.
The group also travelled to Nashville
recently where they performed at several
Christian schools. Jacqueline Norlhcut
production assistant for Spring Sing, said
that there w~re three reasons for the trip.
"We go to recruit students for Harding, to
advertise Spring Sing and to practice

perfo~ing."

Although the group did not
tour like this last-year, they have done it
for the past six or seven years, she said.
Part o( the proceeds from the tape and
poster project will go to the band depart·
ment to help supplement their budget
Casey said, " The school is not able to
provide us with all the uniforms, equipmentand instruments that we need for our
program, so this will be a big help if it is
successful.''
Casey said that the whole process was
new to everyone and they learned a lot that
they will be able to use next year. He

stressed that the music on the tape is not
the whole show. " As we practice between
now and then, we will still be perfecting
and changing our numbers, so the tape will
sound a little different than what the
audience hears."
The tapes and posters will be on sale
immediately before and after every
performance of Spring Sing. There will be
a display In the lobby of the Benson
Auditorium each day. The tape will cost
$6.95 and the poster will sell for $3.75.
"Both prices are very competitive for
today's market," Casey said.

The Cure ForSpring Fe·v er
Can- Be Found At

Maribeth Downing
defends dissertation
Maribeth Downing, dean of women,
completed work on the Doctor of
Philosophy degree in community and
human resources at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln on March 13 when she
successfully defended . her dissertation
entitled "Top-level Women
Administrators
in Private
Higher
Educatiom':
Downing
completed
both
her
Educational Specialist degree . in cOimseling in 1978 and her master's degree in
elementary education in 1973 at Northeast
Louisiana University. Her thesis for the
specialist's degree was "An Environmental Study of Harding College as
Perceived by Students and Faculty."
She received her bachelor's degree in
elementary education from Harding in
1967.
Downing has served as dean since 1974
except for the 1981-82 school year when she
was on academic leave of absence to work
'()n her doctorate in Lincoln.

MEDICAL CENTER PHARMACY
located in Searcy Medical Center
Harding Class '66 Boyce Arnett
2900 Hawkins Drive

268-3311

For A
Pleasant Summer
CAMP COUNSELING

CAMP PALUXY
FOR BOYS At.jO:GIRi;S
.

Has Openings

·~

t.

for.

Two Men and Two
··. .Wo
Counselors
June 3

to

July ·21

For Information Contact Thedis Wood
Camp Paluxy
Bluffdale, Texas 76433

(817) 968-3472
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•
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Roommates become almost one after four years of sharing
by Eddie Madden
a;son features editor

As freshmen, they were stuck together
in a room barely big enough for two beds,
two desks and two personalities. For
some, alter a year of sharing pledging,
e)t'ams, practical jokes, Spring Sing, and
getting on each of:her's nerves, rooming
together was the farthest thing from their
minds. But a few couldn't think: of rooming
with anyone else - and they've lived
together four entire years of college.
Why have they stuck together so lo.ng?
And how? For some, like Ellen Reid of
Sugar Land, Texas and Kelli Rowland of
Rhome, Texas, the answer lies in their
friendship.
"We stayed together because we're best
!riends," says Reid. ''Lots of times they
say you can't room with your best friend ,
but you can. We were roommates first,
artd then our friendshlp dev~oped."
Rowland says that although they didn'~
even lrnow each other when they came,
after the first year, "It never came to
either one of our minds that we would get
another roommate. It was never a matter
of if we were going to room together, just a

\

matter of where."
Terry Yates, from Fayetteville, and his
roommate, Wade Huffman of Rogers, also
attribute their staying together to their
friendship, which began before they came
to Harding. Yates and Huffman went to
high school and church together, and had
planned to room together in college. "We
had a close bond already," Yates says.
other students who have been roommates for four years also stress their
ability to adjust- to be "easygoing" -as
the reason they get along so well. Bob
Conolty of Minneapolis, Minn., who has
roomed with Jeff McGee, from Dallas,
says, "We're both kinda easygoing."
McGee laughs, "Bob thinks he's boss
and I let him think so."
Four-year roommates often eiJ:lphasize
their similar interests, too. As Reid says,
"We had a lot of things in common. Sounds
corny, but it's true."
Yates says that he·and Huffman were
both planning to go to medical school, and
that gave them similar activities and the
incentive to study. Huffman explains that
they had a sort of "silent competition" not to outdo each other, but to keep each
other up.
Some roommates don't do .anything
together - that's how they stay together
so long. But not so in the case of most fouryear roommates such as Jaime Deeter of
Kennett, Mo. and Liz Bell of Birmingham,
Ala. Deeter says that her first semester
she and Bell ate together, went to each
other's ballgames and did nea~ly
everything together.
Bell says they later "branched off"
since they were in different majors and
different clubs. But she adds, "I feel that
even though we doh't do that much
together, we are still close friends."
McGee says that he and Conolty also did
everything together their freshman year.
"We also got in the same social club, Chi
Sigs," he adds, "and that was a big thing."
But like others, they admit they don't do
as much together now.
Yates claims, however, "We like to do
stuff together, but when we don't, it
doesn't take away from our friendship."
He also notes that he and his roommate
are more independent of each other than
they were their freshman year.
Reid claims that sharing experiences
early in her friendship with Rowland
helped strengthen it. "We now are able to
work together through our problems," she
says. "Kelli's a real good sounding board
for me."
She also says they .learned how to be
imaginative, to have fun just being
themselves. During finals week of her
freshman year she says they bought a sack
of jellybeans with all kinds of flavors. And
for fun t~ey would eat one jellybean, and

then imagine where they could be.
Huffman and Yates knew each other
from high school. Bell and Deeter had met
during high school at Camp Wyldewood.
Conolty and McGee met during a wing
meeting at the beginning of their freshman
year. And Rowland and Reid were simply
placed together by chance. But all faced
adjustments, adjustments ranging from
personal hygiene to stereotypes to annoying habits.
Bell says she and Deeter had no
problems, although "there was always the
adjustment of learning to live with
someone else."
Reid, however, had to overcome a
stereotype about her new roommate.
"Kelli was a cheerleader," she says, "and
I had this real bad stereotype about
cheerleaders.''
Rowland faced another problem. She
says she grew up being "real, real neat."
With three people· in her room the first
semester, she found the crowded conditions occasionally hindered her neatness. "I had to overcome that," she says,
"'cause it used to bug me."
Yates and Huffman have a similar
problem. "The only thing about Wade that
hacks me off is he doesn't clean anything
up," Yates says.
Huffman laughingly explains, "I just
have a higher tolerance for filth than he
does."
Huffman had to get used to Yates' annoying habits, too. "Terry sings all the
time. He'll be humming while I'm
studying."
"The only problem I can ever remember
was during our first semester exams," he
adds. "We were at each other's throats.
_But one night we had a food fight and that
cured everything."
After the fight, which involved sham~.
ketchup, soy sauce and spaghetti, Huffman says they were still finding "little
dried up stuff" weeks later. But the tension was gone.
McGee says of himself and Conolty, "We
got on each other's nerves some, but we
never really fought . . .- The only thing I
don't like about him is he's a Ya~
Getting along well means more than just
adjusting to each other's habits. As Deeter
says, "You get used to each other." It was
difficult living with someone else her
sophomore year when Liz was gone to
Florence, she said.
Yates says that after four years together
you no longer have to be polite. But you
also know each other well enough to know
if the other is upset.
Huffman notes the influence roommates
have on each other, too. "He's made me
control myself better," he says of Yates,
"but I've helped him loosen up."
Roommates who have been together all

four years say they are usually associated
together by others. Huffman says when he
was a freshman, people constantly
referred to him and Yates together.
"But," he insists, "we're each our own
people."
Reid says she and Rowland have
become so identified together that their
names are like one word: "Kelli-n-Ellen."
And one year someone asked them when
they were going to get engaged, she says.
"And when our mothers call, they {!an't
tell us apart."
RowlanQ says that since they are so
closely associated , it's really fun that they
a re queens of rival clubs, Theta Tau and
King's Men.
Will they miss each other upon
graduation? All those interviewed insist
they will, althought Huffman and Yates
plan to room together in medical school in
Little Rock next year. "If one of us doesn't
get married," Yates adds.
So what makes two people decide to stay
togeth.er through all four years of college?
Perhaps Deeter says it best: "We get
along really weJj - I don't know- we're
just friends."

Stotts Drug Company, Inc.

~
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OAKLEY'S
GARAGE
Roger &
Virginia Williams

Generai .Auto & Truck Repair
Specializing in:
• Automotive transmission
• Air conditioning
• Engine overhaul
• Tune-ups
• Brake work
• Drums & Rotors turned
• Efficient Marine Equipment

We will gladly assist you in setting up a
charge account for billing to your home!

Stotts Drug
Company, Inc.

AI ! sizes auto and marine batteries.

1804 E. Market
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sports
Bisons_win doubleheader, lead conference with 5-1 record
by Bobby Davidson
Biso n staff writ er

Last Saturday the Bison baseball team
swept a doubleheader £rom the University
of Arkansas·MonticeUo 2-1 and 8-4,
bringing their record to 1~7 ·and a conference-leading 5-1 AIC record.
Tomorrow the Bisons travel to Conway
to take on the University of Central
Arkansas, Harding's closest conference
pursuer with a 3-1 record, in a
doubleheader beginning at 4:00p.m.

. In the first game of Saturday's
doubleheader, sophomore pitcher . Steve
Pilkington held UAM to only two hits,
striking out nine batters while walking
only one.
·
Pilkington, now 3-0 for the season, feels
that he and his teammates are in excellent
position to win the conf~ence title.
" Right now we're in real good shape;
we're two games up on UCA and if we can
win both games with them tomorrow and
then split the rest of our conference
games, we can go all the way. I think we're
going to win it," Pilkington said.
The big play of the first game came in
the bottom of the fifth inning as junior
shortstop Randy Hindman stepped to the

plate to face UAM pitcher Mike Lloyd with
the score deadlocked at 1-1.
Hindman drove Lloyd's second pitch
over the left field fence to put the Bisons up
2-1, the score by which Harding eventually
won.
Hindman, a former Arkansas Razorback, upped his season stolen base total to
1rrwith a steal in each game. The Harding
record of stolen bases held by Rich Katchur and the AIC record of 30 is now within
reach of Hindman, who has the speed and
overall quickness 'llecessary to reach the
record mark.
In the second inning of the nightcap,
freshman first baseman Billy Tucker
showed his hitting ability with a two-nm
triple, to improve Harding's lead over
UAM to 5-0. The Bisons never lost the lead,
going oil to win the game 8-4.
Another outstanding individual performance was turned in by sophomore
second baseman Greg Thompson who,
during the doubleheader, got five hits in
his seven trips to the plate, driving in three
runs in the second game.
"I think that I concentrated on hitting
the ball a little more on Saturday; that and
a little luck helped me out a lot. Also, the

Tracksters finish 2nd in invitational;
relay team sets University record.
The Universi ty. track team will be
hosting the 1984 quadrangular meet
tomorrow on the Harding track .
Scheduled to compete are College of the
Ozarks, the University of Arkansas-Pine
BJulf and Arkansas College.
Last Saturday the Bisons were in
Arkadelph.ia ror the Ouachita Relays,
.finishing second with 82 points. Ouachita
came out on top of the 11-team meet with a
total of 104 points.
Top performances for Harding came
from Tony McCoy, in the 200-meter dash
with a first-place time of 21.77, and Darryl
Halbert, the fastest finisher in the 5,000
meters with a time of 15:1'7.51, followed by
Eddie Neal with a time of 15:18.57.
In the 1oo-meter dash, McCoy took
second and Gill Stegall took thh·d with
times of 10.65 and 10.17 respectively.
The Harding BOO-meter relay team
finished second with a 1: 27.29 time, setting
a new Bison record.
A third· place tie occured as Bison
teammates Ken Berry and James Pinson
finished the 1,500-meter run in 4:08.53.
Earlier this season, the Bisons won an
inVitational at the University of ArkansasPine Bluff on March 31. The team placed

games meant a lot more to us because they
were conference gameg. I think that as
l~g as we keep getting good pitching and
putting forth a unified effort, we can win
the conference," Thompson stated.
Head Coach Dick Johnson, in bis 15th
year as coach of the Bisons, feels that this
year's team has a good shot at the AIC
championship.
"This year we're in the best position
we've been in in a long time. We need to
continue playing good def~ ; we're
looking good in that area and we're hitting
well lately. I think that pitching will
remain our greatest problem because we
lack depth there," he said.
" As many rainouts as we've _had, the
games down t.he stretch will be closer
together andt.he guys woo't have as much
rest as they really need. We'll just have 'to
continue playing good ball artd have a liWe
luck," J obnson said.
The Bisons split a doubleheader Tuesday With the University of Arkansas-

Team to host match;
beats Hendrix, UCA
The University tennis team hopes to up
its 15-7 conference record as it hosts
Southern ArkanSas University today at
2:30p.m.
The team defeated Hendrix College 9-0
on Tuesday and the University of Central
Arkansas 9-0 on Monday. Both matches
were in Conway.

Banquet Programs
Club Stationery

HARDING

PRESS
COMMERCIAL PRINTING
AND LITHOGRAPHING
300 South Remington
Box 758, Station A
SEARCY, ARK. 72143

TELEPHONE 501 /268-8431
CAMPUS EXT. 341

Vote For

Doug Faith

Family gives library

White County

Christian songbooks

TAX

The Beaumont Memorial Library
recently received a collection of gospel
soog boQks originally own~ by Leon
Knight Harding (18'12-1941), the son of
J ames A. Harding, for whom the
University was named.
Thecolleetioo, which was donated by the
Harding family, contains a bout SO different hymnals, according to Winnie Bell,
librarian. The books were printed during
the last part mthe 19th century and the
early part of this century, she said.
Harding taught at the Nashville Bible
School and the Potter Bible College in
Bowling Green, Ken. and was well known
as a Christian song leader, Bell said.
The books are on display in the museum
case in the Reserve Reading Room, she
said.

ASSESSOR
SUBJECT TO ACTION OF DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY TUES. MAY 29

Our ability to help you
makes us what we are
There is no obligation for consultation on .problems
facing you when you are planning your wedding. Just
phone for an appointment and we will allocate a specific time just for you.
Our experience in recording the love and emotion of a
wedding can be yours. Your beautiful color photographic story recorded from your wedding will last •. .
and last . . . and last.

Need T-Shirts for Spring Sing? We're Ready! We offer
many, many styles of shirts from long & short sleeve
Tees to Muscle Tees & Schimmel Shirts. What's -more
we won_'t make you late. (1-3 day service available
on silkscreening.) Place your order today. Questions?
Co II 268-8728

Remember, no obligation for consultation.

THE SHIRT DOCTOR
2504 E. Race Ave.

. .. .. "' .• - • ~-. ,. . ... ........ ,.. ....... ~ . . . - .--···· ·;s.· , .., ...~ ..........._.... ~ ... ......... _,_.. ,. ~ ,-.:.

Wedding Invitations

YOUR VOTE AND SUPPORT WILL BE APPRECIATED

second ·behind Arkansas Tech on April 4
and Southern Arkausas University on
March 24.

Attention: Spring Sing Participants II

behind Baskin Robbins

Little Rock. Sophomore Randy Allman
was the winning pitcher of the first game
in w)licb the Bisons scored 5 runs to
UALR's one run. They lost the second
game3-1 , and the losing pitcher was freshman James Mayes.
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By Appolnbnent - CaD 268-9304

New Studio - 1407 E. Moore Ave.
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
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Experienceisdifference in one-sided intrasquadfootball game
by Brent Alexander
Bison sports editor

,-

Despite the continual rain last Saturday,
several fans turned out to watch the
Bisons' intrasquad Black and Gold
Football scrimmage.
Although the coaches tried to divide the
teams evenly, the black team came away
with a whopping 3~ win over the gold
team.

,..----STATE FARM

..,

.,.
•

...

INSURANCE

®,...

FOR INSURANCE CALL
Vernon Rogers

268-8638
1311 E. Race Ave.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm Is there.
State Form Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington, Illinois'

"I think the difference in the score was
the experience at quarterback on the black
team," said junior tight end, Mark
Adkison.
Mannie Lowery, who quarterbacked for
the Bisons some last season, led the black
team and Robby Davis quarterbacked for
the gold team.
·
Paul Golden, punter for the Bisons who
kicked for both teams duri~ the scrimmage, said that the new fullback, Kent
Chambers, looked really good in the game,
and added that he will definitely play a lot
next year. "You can hardly bring that
kid down," Golden said.
.
He also said that the black's defense was
outstanding with Gordon Roddenberry and
Phillip Nannie playing well.
"I think the offensive line was more
experienced, too,'' Adkison said referring
to the black team.
··
He also said that he felt the reasons
more people didn't show up were because
of the weather and some people getting
ready for banquets.
Several newcomers to the squad this
semester enabled the team to have this
scrimmage, and also added a lot of depth
to the existing team. The team will have 13
seniors next fall- the most they've had in
a long time.
''The key is to win at the beginning of the
season and keep our momentum while
avoiding the injuries that hurt us last
year," Adkison said.

Golden said that the Bisons have a lot of
talent for the upcoming season, but added
that they had the talent this year too, but
just couldn't put it together.
The halftime show was highlighted by a
field goal contest and also an awards
ptesentation by the coaches. Paul Maturi,
Mark Adkison, Greg Poston and Bobby

Jones were given special recognition by
the coaches for outstanding performances
during last year's season.
About 25 contestants filed out of the
stands to participate in the field goal
contest. Freshman Clint Davis edged out
Dwight Weaver on their last attempt to
win the title.

BILLY GENE PERSON
FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
Position 13
Your Comments and Support are Appreciated

Airborne

268-2868

by TAMI KERR

Graduate student Scot Harris grits his teeth in determination during the
long jump event in the annual intramural track and field competition.
Sub T captured the big club title, King's Men the small club championship
and Tri-Kappa the women's division in the Monday night meet.
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Upper balcony seats in Benson
to be elevated for better view
by Shawn Goodpasture
B•,on <. f ,!ff wnlt'r

Plans have been drawn up for the
correction of an architectural problem
involving 128 Benson Auditorium balcony
seats.
The defect is centered on sections 100400, the upper portion of the balcony ,
usually used for classroom space. The first
raw of seats in each section is separated
from the back row of the lower balcony
seats py a level, ten foot wide aisle.
Because of the lack of proper elevation in
these sections, spectators sitting in the
bottom five rows have a view of the backs
of those sea ted in the lower sections rather
than the stage.
According to Vice President of Finance
Lott Tucker, Jr., the auditorium was built
to the specifications of the architectural
firm Yearwood and Johnson of Nashville,
Tenn., four years ago. The miscalculation
was noticed during the construction
period, but it was too late- to make any
adjustments, he said. At that time, there
was a desperate rush to complete the
auditorium because of the need for
adequate chapel seating that academic
year, he said.
The planned readjustment of the seats is
a relatively simple process, he said. With
the use of two by fours for support the
seats will be elevated so that the first row

of upper balcony seats will be four stepsabove the balcony aisle, instead of the
current one step.
Despite the lact that plans for the
readjustment have existed sinee .fOr the
opening of the auditoriUD\, nothing has yet
been done to correct the problem. Commenting that "it seems like every year
that we have some bUilding to complete,"
Tucker said that the project had been low
on the list of the University's building
priorities. This year, for example, the
Benson Auditorium project · is· placed
fourth behind the conipl~ion of the
Science Building addition, the renovation
of the Old Married · Student Apartments
and the rearrangement of the seating in
the Little Theatre.
"We do plan to have it done," remarked
Tucker, "if nQt this summer, then next
summer."
Meanwhile, the seating problem should
cause few problems for students and
spectators, according to Dr. Jerome
Barnes, director of the Educational Media
Center. The 288 upper level seats are not
included as seats in ticket sales, but are
considered only as· classroom space.
While no students are currently assigned
chapel seats in the four sections, an
enrollment increase would demand
students be assigned seats in the upper
rows of the sections, Barnes said.

Non-students.now need guest IDs
A decision made earlier in tbe semester
to close the Bison Lanes to all non-students
and bowling leagues has been reversed,
according to Lott Tucker, vice president of
finance.
Non-students may obtain guest passes
which serve as temporary ID cards for
admittance to the bowling alley, he said.
League bowling will continue as is. '
The initial decision to not allow league
bowling next fall was .made before the
administration realized how many people
would be affected, Tucker said. The Bison
Lanes are the only bowling lanes in Searcy
and the nearest ones are in Beebe, he said.
According to Ed Burt, Bison Lanes
manager, different leagues use the
facilities each week night, and men's
social clubs al.:;o bowl on Wednesday
nights.
Tucker said that the abuse of facilities in
and around the Student Center was the
main reason for the decision to require
student ID cards. Because most of the nonstudents who went to the campus movies
went to the Student Center either before or

afterwards, the . SA began requiring ID
cards for admission with hopes that it
would curtail the problem, Tucker said.
In addition, the stairwell doors in the
Student Center are now being locked .on
weekends to prevent unnec~ssary loitering
on the second floor. The Petit Jean, Bison
and SA offices, Shores Chapel and a
conference room are located on the second
floor.

Visitors may obtain guest passes
valid only Cor the period that they
are visiting, which will be designated on
the pass, Burt said. The passes may be
obtained from Burt, Tucker, Dr. Jerome
Barnes, SA sponsor, or Mr. Gould,
manager of the Student. Center.
Guest passes will not be required during
Youth Forum weekend because of the
number of visitors on campus, Burt

jump!

by TAMI KERR

For junior Kent Davidson, the Front Lawn is the perfect place to show his
expertise with a Frisbee.
HAIRSTYLING FOR THE MEN OF THE FAMILY
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Sally's Home Typing/Secretarial-Service
Accurate work by experienced typist. Accepting typing of
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Business, medical, legal, manuscripts, thesis & more! Low
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Located conveniently in Searcy.
Affordable rates • Call 268-7726
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"Inquiring minds want to know''

/President Ganus hit by train;
last seen on campus Feb.1;
'has a cold' says ne~s agency
Dr. Clifton Ganus, Jr., Hardly president,
has not presided over daily chapel or
appeared on campus since Feb. 1. In a
recent news release, the Hardly
Associated Syndicated Service (HASS),
the official news agency of the University,
said .t hat Ganus "has a .cold."
Ganus was last seen on campus on Feb. 1
when he was returning from a meeting
with the athletic committee in the New
Gym. He was hit by a train as he at-

tempted to cross the tracks running along
Old Kensett Highway and was then taken
to White Courity General Hospital. A HASS
statement released from the hospital said
that Ganus "suffered only minor injuries;
he has the sniffles."
Dr. Clifton Ganus III, family
spokesman, said, "I'm in Italy; I don't
know anything. Who is Gary Hart,
anyway?"

"I think I can. I think I can
II

More Bull:
the inside scoop
Byron Carlot converts to communism
while studying in Hong Kong. See
Pinko, page 47.
ICC announces pledge semester as
result of SA survey. Beaty says, "I just
don't know what happened." See
Gumby, society page.
Marxist spy discovered in Belden
Center for Free Enterprise. See Diffine, business page.
TNT. explodes. Social club disbands
because of apathy. Shantih "crushed"
but gets new brother club. See Gone Big
Blue, sports page.
Dr. McCampbell disappears.
Philosophy professor lost in office.
Organ says, "Oh my." See page 103.
Heber Springs from campus. Journalism professor ,Heber Taylor goes to
. Texas. See page 88.
I Government declares American
Heritage a toxic waste dump.
Beef
Ragout, page 666.
Loch Ness Monster discovered in
pothole in gravel parking lot near
Keller Dorm. Eats two cars and jogger.
See page 485.
Editor to marry roommate. Bull
Editor Walrus Corrigan will perform
marriage ceremony for roommate. See
sports page.
·
SA President suffers
from
schizophrenia. Is Kyle Beat-aroundthe-bush liberal or conservative,
student or administrator? Jumps to
TNT. See page 485.
·
Spam-a-gram. New fad for valentines. See classifieds.
New game sweeps campus. Student
enjoy latest front lawn entertainment.
See Cowpatties, page 0.
Echo Haven resident of the month
named. Says, "Trust in God and lead a
good life." See Resident of the Month,
page 485.

The Little Engine
that Could
Although he is not the family
spokesman, Dr. Dennis Orgah, chairman
of the English department, said; "Oh,
my."
Iwanna Race, the president's secretary,
said that the cards and flowers sent by
concerned friends were appreciated but
that "the flowers are making Di'. Ganus
sneeze. He has a cold, you know." Race
suggested that friends send boxes of
tissues instead of flowers.
"Not a penny of your tuition dollars is
spent on tissues for the administration, so
we must raise this support through
voluntary donations," Race said.

Dr. Ganus, before his disappearance,
in chapel.

'

the singing of the Alma Mater
·

Theme pigout planned
t9night in Heritage
by Ed FredM!ldm!lD
The American Heritage cafeteria will be
having Palestinian Pigout, a .special
dinner with a Biblical theme, tonight from
4 p.m. until sunset.
The meal will feature locusts and wild
boney, shepherd's pie, quail, five loaves
and two fishes. Manna will also be served,
although students will have to pick it up off
the floor themselves. Dessert will be
heavenly hash.
The meal will cost ten percent of each
student's meal ticket.
The entertainment will feature Jack
McKinney's slides of the Holy Land; a
harp, zither, and lyre band playing
Hebrew chants; and a burnt offering.
Reaction to the announcement has been
mixed. Several Qf the cafeteria workers
have complained about having to wear
camel hair robes, And students have said
tl)ey think the blood on the doorposts is a
bit much in the way of decoration.
Ima Pigg, senior home economics
major, said, "1 think it's great And since
it's on Friday, we can have doubJe portions
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How long will students
get away with murder?

~lll,~ 5u PPci--T'S,
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I
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A memorandum was recently sent from the dean of
men's office to all men's dorm managers, assistant
managers and resident assistants concerning the
University's policy on student homicide.
The memo states the procedure for those in
authority to follow when they find a young man killing
another student outside his own room.
On the first offense, the resident assistant is to
inform the young man that he will be reported to the
dorm manager. And the resident assistant is then to
tell the dorm manager .

..

, ';--&e~~~~~ &Si~t -~ .to.
rewmm tbe
ttla.t1fltr•t.~~ ~ offense,
just in case he forgot that h~ had been caught the first
time. The RA should again tell the dorm manager
that the young man has been committing murder. The
dorm manager will speak with the young man, telling
him that he will have to talk to the dean of men on the
third offense.
When the young man commits his third murder,
the RA contacts the dorm manager who calls the dean
of men. When the student comes in to see the dean of
men, he will be informed that if there is one more
assasination he will be suspended from school.
On the fourth offense, the student is to be
suspended from school.
The memo states that this policy should put some
"teeth" into the rule and will also give the student
ample time to understand what is expected of him.
How long does it take the average college student to
figure out what a school's rules are? This policy does
not appear to clarifY the University's stand on killing,
but simply tells the student how long he can get away
with murder.
Besides the act of murder being disgusting, nasty
and unhealthy, the student handbook clearly states
that its use in any form- gun, Pattie Cobb. food, or
drawing chalk lines on the sidewalk - may subject
the student to separation from the University.
The policy tells what action to take against a
student if he is murdering outside his own room. And
it gives no standards to follow if female students are
committing murders, only males.
The Bull believes that the University needs to take a
strong stand against murder and not merely provide
guidelines to follow when murder occurs. Further, the
double standard that exists in so many areas of
campus life needs to be abolished when it comes to
murder.
Really, we have to draw the line someplace.
E.F.M.

~

.

Miram U. Nerd, Freshmen

Reviewer misunderstood intent
Dear Idiot;
I would like to make a comment on the recent
review of the play "Antigone" performed by the
University drama department. I was highly offended
by the reviewer's comment that the acting was
"lifeless." Doesn't she know that Greek drama is
supposed to be lifeless? The drama department
worked very hard to portray that in the play. I think
that your reviewer should have more background in
Greek drama before trying to comment on our hard
work.
Sincerely,

The Bull is now accepting applications for editorin-chief for the remainder of ther spring semester. It's
the biggest mess - you can't imagine. If you have
any experience at all in any area of communications;
you should apply. Really you should- Dr. Organ is
desperate and doesn't want to edit the paper himself.
Anyone could do better than Corrigan and Madden
did, and they quit anyway. Please, please apply now
for a position that could change your life.
Somebody's got to do it.

Official paper published whenever we fell like it close to April
Fools' Day if we feel like it - by Hardly University, Scarcely,
Arkansas. Subscription rates: $500 per whenever. Fifteenth class
postage.
ldiotorials: ldiotorials appearing in the Bull are not the opinion
or the ideas of the Bull staff scribblers, nor do they necessarily
reflect the official or unofficial policies of the Hardly University
admonishtration. Signed columns may or may not be the opinion
of the author. The author may or may not be the author of the
signed column ,
Letters policy: The Bull gladly accepts letters to the idiots. They
probably will not be printed.
- - ., ' •:.
,. •· ........ •' . ·'
_, ' " '
- ...
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Deer Idiot:
I am appalled by all the aweful comments you have
having in your paper. I is a Freshman and I canot
beleve all the aweful comments you been have about I
and my fellow Freshmen ClassMates. We Freshmon
are extrimly proud to be Freshmin. I really do not
appreeshiate the aweful remarks made by One
Columnist in Partikular. I am offensive.
Sincerely,

Anyone can be editor

Co-idiots: Mildly Corrugated, E. T. Madwoman
Chief Embezzler: Kelly Girl
Yoshica Idiot: Yo Ho Ho
Newt Idiot: Lizzard Head
Featured ldi"t: Ed Fred Madman
Idiot in Spurts: Brat Underhander
Assistant Yo Yo: Tamed Curr
Scribbler: Jim Dot-to-Dot
Faculty Figureheads: Dr. Dennis Piano, John Davidson

... ...........

Student does not miss chapel

Letters to the idiot

Ann Tiggony
Cast Member

The.Bull

~

Freshman appalled by awful comments

~

.

Dear Idiot:
I am a former Harding student who attended school
in Searcy for two years and am now enjoying life to the
fullest in New Orleans. I just wanted to write to let the
students know that I do not miss chapel in any way,
shape or form.
Sincerely,
Johnnie Miller

And those that don't ski swim. Or dive. The cliffs
permit divers to show off their prowess . Nothing can
!;>e-more impressive (or frightel'l~
; oJ than an inward
-..,r most, a feetback flip from a height of forty
first leap i-s challenging enr
"But it's not just what ,. ~ ~ .ng or where you
are or what you're wearir ...t' - ':;aid. "We could all
be wearing skindivinF '-""' . it'd be just as much
fun l"
'-'
lfit is just as mv
~ ,ywhere, why don't we all
gather on the F L"t1. .n?
Th~ .appeal' ~~....~n-air far away from Searcy is
too great. N(
_ )
' - ' .Its to believe that in a few days
the sumrr.
Jm rill be gone. According to
Heber !olelps in the transition that
Adkins, goi1
students must make from summer freedom to fall
responsibilities - responsibilities of classes as well
as those that University rules imposP

Hardly Happening
Today

Palestinian Pigout, 4:30-6:00 p.m., American Heritage
Cafeteria.
S.A. Movie "Dr. Ganus Goes to China," 7:00 and 9:28
p.m., Benson Auditorium.
Saturday

S.A. Movie "Jack McKinney Goes to Greece," 7:15 and
9:41p.m., Benson Auditorium.
Monday

Tennis team will attend classes today.
Tuesday

Young Socialist meeting, 7:00 p.m., Mabee 107.
Diffine speech, 7:00p.m., Mabee 107.
Wednesday

Excuse us

Who cares?
Thursday

All-school devotional, 8:43p.m., girls' restroom, Student
Center.
Friday

Burp

S.A. Movie "Dr. Ganus Goes to Russia," 7:15 and 9:63
p.m., Benson Auditorium.
October31

Halloween Party.

1

-

~
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Who's the Maddening crowd?
by Lizzard and Ed Fred

Due to confusion in the registrar's office
and at the student information desk,
clarification of the relationships among
the five members of the Madden family
currently enrolled at the University is
needed.
Etta Madden is a senior. Eddie Madden
is a junior. Jeff Madden is a sophomore.
John Madden is a freshman. Who is
Stanita Madden?
Etta is John's sister. Etta and Eddie
aren't twins. They are not brother and
sister either. John is Etta's brother. But
John is Eddie's roommate. John is also
Eddie's cousin. Etta is Eddie's cousin.

Breaking the ice •..
winter at Heber
An unidentified student (left}
dives off the s.now covered cliffs
at Greer's Ferry Lake to dig a
fishing hole for his friends (still
on cliff}. Below, a group of Hardly students prepare to board a
van that. will take them to Heber

'.J:=~~!:t.,;;·a~·-ndt

alike. John is Etta's brother. And they do
look alike. Eddie wears glasses. Jeff does
not. Jeff is a Subber. Eddie is not. Etta is

in KKK. John is a Pike. Eddie is in Chi
Sigs. Jeff is not. Who is Stanita Madden?
Lizzard Herrel, former president of the
now defunct soeial club Zeta Phi, said, "I
used to know Stanita when she was· in zeta
Phi,. but I haven't seen her since the club
disbanded."
Jeff does not work for the Bison. Etta
works for the Bison. So does Eddie. John
just visits. Jeff uses the typewriters. Etta ·
is coeditor. Eddie is not. Has Stanita beea
in the Bison office? Does she read the
Bison? Who is she?"
Tara Madden used to attend Harding,
She is not Jeff's sister. She is not John's
sister. Or Etta's. Or Eddie's. Is she
Stanita's sister? Who is Stanita?

ows ~·-·

knows Eddie. He knows who jeff is. When
asked about Stanita Madden, he said, "Oh,
my. Who is she?"

A Cappellercise is evangelistic tool
by Mildly Corrugated

The health and exercise craze is
currently sweeping the nation as a longoverweight and out-of-shape people sweat
their way to good health. This national
trend is not overlooked on Hardly's
campus as evidenced by the number of
large people participating in Hardly's
newest activity.

Channel12 watchers form club
Looking for a club to make this semester
more worthwhile?
Have you ever been off campus watching Searcy cable channel 12 and wondered how many other folks spent their
afternoons in the same way, collecting
Channel 12 trivia?
Tippy Toes Thompson, a senior football
major, is trying to start a chapter of the
Channel 12 Rerun Watchers Club on
campus.
The original chapter of the organization,
called the Twelve News chapter, is in
Griffithville, Thompson said, and there
are about nine members county-wide.
The organization was originally begun
by Alfred C. Geek of Griffithville. Geek
wrote a story to the Searcy Daily Citizen
prompting letters from all over the county
asking how to start different chapters.
Geek sends out a oeriodic newsletter.

..

Coupons -

The BISON-EYE 12, to all chapters. It
contains trivia about the show and its
members. Doug Hurst, an anchorman on
Channel 12, and Mike James, program
director, belong to the local chapter,
Thompson said.
Next summer all the chapters plan to
meet for a convention at Frozen Delight in
Searcy.
Thompson said that if a chapter is begun
on the University campus, it could
possibly become the largest in the nation.
But why would anyone want to be part of
the Channel12 Rerun Watchers Club?
"It's corny, I admit, but it's a lot of fun,"
said Thompson.
"Oh, my," said Dr. Dennis Organ,
chairman of the English department.
Anyone interested in learning more
about joining the club should contact Andy
Griffith in Hollywood, Calif.

Cut and Save!

American Heartburn Cafeteria

when they begin to gyrate to the beat of the
songs during chapel.
After attending his first session, a
winded Dr. Dennis Organ, chairman of the
English department, said, "A Cappellercise? Oh, my."

Not wishing to be untrendy, students are
also participating in modern forms of
exercise, although some modifications
have had to be _made in keeping with the
regulations of the school. On Monday,
Wednesday and Friday afternoons from 35, several students take part in A Cappellercise.
. A Cappellercise is held in the Recording
Studio and is led by a series of rotating
teachers. The teachers are, of course, all
men (well, all males) and have had
training in both voice and kinesthetics.
Once a week, on Thursday nights, A
Cappellercise is offered to members of the
Searcy community. This practice has been
cited as a means of evangelism, because
the session ends whenever the crowd
enters the studio for the Lily Pool devos,
which makes it impossible for the sweaty
citizens to leave.
The program is beneficial to weight foss
and also improves singing in chapel,
although some students and faculty are
bothered by the A Cappellercise devotees

Students warm up for Chapel.

devotional
will be tonight
at 9:30p.m.

Darrell Webb
and
Tim Alexander
will both graduate
and leave Harding

at the lily pool

this semester

The Recording Studio
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Green beans
with
cheese

"Our 'favorite' dorm manager"
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sports
"All the sports news that's fit to print"

Prock named coach of year

by Mildly Corrugated

As he predicted before the football
season began, bead coach JohnProck was
named AIC coach of the year in recent
voting by tbe League of Arkansas Sportswriters, Teamsters and L~ Athletic
Union Good-for-nothing Hotheads, it was
announced at a press confetence,

Echo Haven Goes Co-ed
Hardly's first male home economics majors discover that living in Echo
Haven, a requirement of afl home 'ec majors, can be fun. These men are
collaborating on a meal of hamburgers for the female residents of the
house,

Schlep.sisters to play bagpipe duet
by Lizzard Head

DeeDee and Dody Schlep, sister bagpipe
players, will perform Monday night at 7:30
in the American Heritage Auditorium for
all students in need of extra credit for their
music appreciation classes.
The Schleps will also perform a sample
of their bagpipe-singing program in chapel
on Monday.
The program includes classic pop hits as
well as contemporary Top-40 hits, according 19 DeeDee Schlep. Some of the
classic songs that the Schleps will play are
"Strangers in the Night," "Tutti Fruittie,"
"Stormy Weather," and "My Way."
Contemporary selections include such
favorites as "Footloose," "Jump," "Beat
It," and a special arrangement of
"Thriller" which is accompanied by a

group of choreographers who will do some
of the choreography from the music video
by Michael Jackson, said Dody Schlep.
-When he heard about the selections of
the Schleps plan to perform, Dr. Dennis
Organ, chairman of the English department exclaimed, "Oh, my."
Admission to the concert is free and
those who last through the whole performance will receive a free Schlep Sisters
concert t-shirt and concert button. Those
who only last through the classic pop hits
will receive just the concert button.
Students in music appreciation classes
will receive five extra points to be added to
their quiz grade scores as well as the tshirt and button for sitting or sleeping
through the whole concert.

In the same bote] ballroom where he bad
said that "H we (the Bison football team)
score a touchdown, then I should be named
coach of the year," Prock was presented a
plaque in a ceremony attended by an
estimated 2 persons.
Prock commented after the awards

ceremony that it was tough to keep the
team motivated after they had scored a
touchdown in tbe very first game of the
season, but that be bad relied on pep talks
to " keep the <ifense as down as the
defense was" and maintain a balanced
season.
Upon learning of the award, Dr. Dennis
Organ, chainnan of the English department, exclaimed, "Ob, my.''

An on-campus rally to booor Prock is
scheduled for this afternoon at 4:30 in the
BeD Tower. In case of inclement weather,
the rally will be in the janitor's closet on
the second Door of the Student Center.

Pikes awarded all-sports trophy
by Mildly Corrugated
ln only its first year of existence, Pi
Kappa Epsilon social club bas won the ansports trophy for Its success in intramural
club sports. .
.
.
Falling behind early 10 the year dunng
s~ch tea~ events as ~oftball and football,
Pikes gamed ground m the polo and rugby
events.
·
. "I think we surprised a lot of people,"
said Pike Russell Ashburton Thornweller
IV "but we knew we· could take th~
c~mpionship in polo and rugby. It's been
a long time sirice I enjoyed such a good
serum with my chums."
·
' ·
In the individual events, , Pikes

surrendered victories in swimming, track,
horseshoes and table tennis, but they
finished 1-2-3 in tennis, squash and all the
equestrian events.
"Binky rides a wicked pony for us,"
Thornweller said, speaking of fellow Pike
Binghampton Lowell-Whitcomb.
_
.k
When he learned about ~I es' acco~plishments, D~. Denms Org3:n,
chairman of the Enghsh department, said,
"Oh, mv."
Pikes- celebrated the trophy at a tea
Wednesday afternoon. Everyone who was
anyone was there. Everyone who was not
there was glad.

Phon-a-thon raises $14.67 for school
by E.

T~ Madwoman
The University's most reci!Dt Pl}an-AThon was a success, act:ording to David
Crouch - stoop-do-anything-you-can-formoney I director of the Alumni Association
and chairman of the Ph®-A-Thon.
"We raised $14.67, which is way over last
year's $3.75 and pretty good, considering
there are only four Tholl$ in the alumni
directory. They were all really willing to
helo us out," he said.

You are
Welcome!

The assoCiation is already making plans
for next year, he said. "We're considering
having a Phon-A-Smith or a Phon-A-Jones.
That should be even more successful,"
Crouch - stoop-do-anything-you-can-formoney said.
Dr. Dennis Organ, chairman of the
English department and Alumni
Association member who phoned two of
the Thons, was overwhelmed by the
response and said, "Oh, my."

Find Your Feet_
And · Get One Pizza
For The Price Of Two-

southeast
church
of
Christ
Kohebue, Alaska

This your invitation to worship, study, and fellowship
with us when you visit
Kotzebue. We hope to see you
soon!

Our representatives have taken this picture on campus. Are
you a winner? If so, congratulations! Please identify yourself
and order up!
Not VaHd with aay
other offer

For College Out,
It's the College Inn

The College Inn

